%Image size standardisation % grayscale image DNAImage = rgb2gray(DNAImage) % Step 1: Image check to distinguish between blank and precipitate Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Lab on a Chip. This journal is
Supplementary data for 1) Section 1: Lab on DVD principle Fig.S1 Assembly of the modified DVD platform: spinning DVD motor, DVD laser, photodiode array, DVD substrate connected to image generation software on a computer.
2) Section2: MATLAB code for DNA quantification %Image size standardisation % grayscale image DNAImage = rgb2gray(DNAImage) % Step 1: Image check to distinguish between blank and precipitate Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Lab on a Chip. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019 % The U shape border on the blank image has a threshold between 85 and 95 % when generated by the Lab on DVD player % If the code sees the precipitate on the image then only it proceeds ahead % to the next step. Separate threshold range for U shape border in CMOS % sensor images. 
